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This invention relates. particularly to al

different windin will -_be made such as the
ternating current voltage regulators and particular
conditions require, and it will also
transformers wherein the output volta e 1s
. maintained substantially constant regar less

be understood that the location of the wind

may be modi?ed, from that indicated,
of variations of voltage in the supply. line. ings
and that some of the‘windings instead of
The invention also relates to maintamlng being superimposed with reference to each

the output voltage approximately constant, other. may be located side by side, or may

even under changes in load in the consump
_ tion circuit.
ll)

The present invention is an improvement
over the inventions disclosed in my prior

be more or less ‘distributed or sandwiched

with each other to meet particular require
ments.

‘

main, or rimary, winding 3 is shown
pending applications Serial Number 306,259, as The
enveloping t e common, or merged, leg
?led September 15, 1928 and Serial Number portion 16. Another winding 4 is shown
v:naz-raz-a, ?led March 5, 1929.
enveloping the leg 11; and thls winding is
The main object of this invention is to ob
tain re?nement in control of the voltage un

der very wide variations in the supply volt

60

cumulatively acting with reference to the

winding 3 as regardsthe ?ux tending to be
set up in the legs 16 and 1e. Another wind

age and also under pronounced c anges in ing 5 is located on the leg 10 and is so wound
load; and furthermore to accomplish these and connected as to act in opposition to the

'20 results by simple and inexpensive means.
Another object is to provide means where
by the output voltage which is to be main
tained constant may be readily changed to
. any desired value by adjustments ofa simple.
K ' and convenient character. Other objects and

windings, as regards the magnetic ?ux tend

ing to

set up in the leg 10 by the main,
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or primary, winding 3. The secondary, or

output, winding 6 is shown enveloping the
two'legs 1b and 1a, and also enveloping the
windings 4 and 5. The winding 6 supplies

advantages of this invention will be under a translating device 7 in the consumption
stood by those skilled in the art from the circuit and this device may be any form of

following description and accompanying translating device.

. drawings.

The alternating current source of energy 8

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing one preferred supplies energy to the windings described, the
embodiment of the invention; and Fig. 2 windings 4 and 5 being connected in series
is a similar diagram in which the connec with each other across the supply lines, and

tions of the windings are different from those the primary winding 3 being shown connected

, of Fi . 1.

in parallel with the winding 4 and in series

Re errin to Fig. 1 the laminated iron. or with the winding 5 across the supply lines, or,
steel, core is shown as having four legs 1a, more strictly stated, in series with a portion 85
1b, 1c and 1d. The two inner legs 16 and of the winding 5. The particular point in
1c are merged into a common leg or leg por the winding 5 to which one terminal of the
, tion la. The legs are joined together at their winding 3 is connected may be varied in order
40 upper and lower ends by crosspieces 2a and
to obtain the desired results.
2b. Ordinarily, the cross-sections of the dif
In some cases, the primary winding may
ferent parts of the core will be the same, ex be connected in series with all of the bucking
cept the common leg portion 16, although winding ,5, or it may be connected in series
.in some cases, for particular purposes, the with it and also in series with more or less
cross-sections of the different ‘parts may be of the winding 4. In some cases, the primary 95
modi?ed relatively to each other. The two winding may be connected directly across the
inner legs and merged portion of these legs line,
and in parallel with the other two wind
carry a number of windings whichare in ings which may be'in series with each other,
dicated diagrammatically, but it will be un or in some cases in parallel with each other.

derstood that the number of turns of the In Fig. 1, the windings 4 and 5 are shown

2
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connected in series with each other across the well as the output voltage. By properly pro
.line, whereas in Fig. 2 the cumulatively act portioning the legs of the core and the num
ing winding 4: is connected across the supply ber of turns of thedifi'erent windings and ‘
line, and the bucking winding 5 is connected variation of the point at which the primary

in series with the main winding 3 across the winding is connected to the bucking winding, 70
any desired result may be obtained and the
The cross-section of leg 1?) and the ampere output voltage varied, if desired, in a certain
turns of the windings enveloping this leg are predetermined manner with change in the

supply line.

such that, under normal conditions, this part supply voltage.
10

of the core is worked near, or just below, the
The foregoing disclosure relates to the in 75
knee of the saturation curve, although in ventions described in my said prior pending
some cases, for particular requirements, this applications, this disclosure being necessary
core may be normally worked at 'a different herein in order to understand the present in
part of the saturation curve. The cross vention.
section of the leg 10 and the net ampere
I have found that in the making of my im 80
turns of the windings enveloping this leg, are proved regulators for various uses and for
such that this leg is normally worked on the different operating conditions, it is desirable
so-called straight part of the saturation curve to provide means for securing particular re
below the knee of the curve. For particular sults and for varying the results attained by
purposes, the normal condition of this leg convenient adjustment, and by providing
of the core may be such as to be normally auxiliary means which may be conveniently
worked at a higher or lower ‘portion of the added to the regulator at low cost.
straight part of the saturation curve, accord
One feature of the present invention is
ing to the results desired.
the provision of a device for damping the
The operation in a general way may be magnetic flux in the portion of the core which 90

understood by ?rst assuming the supply volt
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commonly serves as a path for the ?ux from

age and output voltage to be at normal the leg enclosed by the cumulative winding.
amounts, and by assuming a particular in In the drawings this is the leg 1a and por
stant of the alternating current wave such tions thereof adjoining the leg 1?). On this
as to cause the flux to pass upwardly in the leg I have provided a closed metal ring 9,
leg 1?), as caused by the cumulative action of preferably of copper, although it may be of
the windings 3 and 4 and an upward passage other metals. This ring which envelops the
of flux in the leg 10, as caused by the predomi leg 1a is preferably of low ohmic resistance
nating action of the winding 3 over the buck and its thickness and size may be made ac
ing action due to the winding 5. It will, of cording to the particular damping effects de
course, be understood that the outer legs and sired. In some cases, it may be made in the

95

100

the upper and lower cross portions of the core form of a coil in closed circuit on itself hav
serve as return paths for the ?uxv
ing a more or less number of turns and size

Now assume that the supply voltage falls of wire to meet the particular requirements.

to an abnormally low amount.

The de It is also preferably arranged slidable along
creased amount of excitation of the leg 1?), the leg 1a for securing adjustment to the re
whether it be small or comparatively large in sults desired, or to change of these results,
amount, will be offset by a corresponding in from. time to time, as may be desired.
crease in the amount of flux in the leg 10,
Another feature of the present invention
owing to the fact that the bucking winding 5 is the provision of ohmic resistance in the
becomes less effective in its opposition, as this circuit of the cumulative winding 4, this
leg is operating on the straight part of the being indicated in the drawings by the ad
saturation curve. Also, by reason of the fact justable resistance 10. It is evident that by
that the bucking winding is in series with the increasing the resistance in the circuit of the
cumulative winding, a greater decrease of cumulative winding, this winding is not sub
current occurs in the bucking winding than jected to as great a proportional change in
would otherwise take place, because the leg current under variations of the supply volt
enclosed by the cumulative winding is nearer age. as are the main winding 3 and bucking
the saturation point. Thus the change in ?ux winding 5. This has advantageous results for
to which the output winding 6 is subjected, is particular conditions.
not materially changed with a decrease in the
Considering the effect of the damping de
supply voltage, permitting the output voltage vice 9, it is evident that this tends to oppose
to remain substantially constant. Similarly, and to choke ?ux increase in the leg 1a.
when the supply voltage increases. the in When the supply voltage increases abnormal
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crease in resultant ?ux in leg 1?) is offset by a ly. the ?ux in the leg 16 tends to increase
‘ corresponding decrease in the flux in the leg by reason of the excitation due to the main

10, because the bucking winding then exerts winding 3 and the cumulative winding 4, and
increased bucking action. This results in the suchincrease tends toincrease the flux in the
?ux to which the output winding 6 is sub leg 1a. However, the damping device 9
jected remaining substantially the same, as tends to oppose such increase in the leg 1a,

130

3.
which results in a'

ter roportion of the

give rise to an undesirable noise or hum.
?ux increase beinggdrievlrted) from the leg 1a ~Where
the regulator is used for controlling

10

to the legs 10 and 1d. ‘As the leg 1d has the voltage su plied to radio receivin sets,
already attained a considerable ?ux density, for example, t is noise is an undesira le 1n
and as the leg 10 is below saturation, the terference. By use of the resistance in the
‘flux diverted from the leg 1a by the dampin circuit of the cumulative’ ‘winding, the output
device tends to ?nd its main path throug voltage may be. given a re?ned constant value
the leg 10. The tendency of the direction of under extreme variations in supply voltage;
this ?ux in the leg 10 is the same as the direc and the necessity for carrying the cumula
tion of the ?ux. tending to be set up by the tively excited leg of the core to a high de
bucking winding 5, in opposition to the main gree of saturation with resultant hum, 1s like
excitation due to the winding 3. ' Thus, upon wise avoided. Also, by adjusting the value of
increase of sup ly voltage, the damping de the resistance 10 in the circuit of the cumula

vice tends, in e set, to make the opposing ac~ tive winding, the output volta e may be given
tion of the ?ux in the leg 10 more effective in any desired constant value. lgnstead of using
offsetting the increase in supply voltage and an extraneous resistance 10, this resistance
' the increase in magnetization of the leg 16. could be incorporated in the cumulative wind
Similarly, upon decrease in supply voltage ing itself by use of a-small size wire of con
the reverse action takes place. Thus the
20 provision of the damping device as described siderable length in the coil; but this is ordi
narily undesirable, owing to the fact that the
a?'ords means for re?nement of control in/ winding will then heat up considerably and
regulation of the output voltage under the heating cannot be as readily’ dissipated as
changes of the supply voltage. Also, by ad by use of an extraneous resistance. Also, by
justing the position of the damping device use of the extraneous resistance, it permits
26
15

along the leg 1a, the output voltage may be convenient adjustment thereof to give the de
raised, or lowered, and thus adjusted to give sired results.

' any particular desired-output‘ voltage.

It is apparent that b the conjoint use of

Another advantage of the damping device the damping device an the resistance as de
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is its action in tending to maintain the volt scribed, very close re?nement of control of
age constant with changes in the amount of the output voltage may be obtained to ive
the load7.
.
the particular results desired and that adjust
The resistance 10 in series with the cumula~ ment of these controlling means affords a .
tive winding also serves to obtain re?nement simple and convenient method for adjust- in control of the‘ output voltage; It is also ment '/ to the particular results desired, or
advantageous in permitting the leg 1?) to be ‘change of these results as the occasion may 1100
not carried to a very high degree of satura
tion when the supply voltage is abnormally Although I have described a preferred em,
high. . Ordinarily, without the re?nements vbodiment of this invention, it will. be under
arise.

‘

'

-

of control herein disclosed, the regulator upon stood that the same may be embodied in va- .
increase in supply voltage may cause the out rious forms of construction of my improved 105
put voltage to rise slightly, and then upon regulator and that various modi?cations may :
further increase of the supply voltage to fall‘ be made thereinwH'hout departing from the
slightly, this action being due to the fact that‘ scope of the invention. I r
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the cumulative leg, when it becomes saturated
I claim:
, '
‘
~.
under high sup ly voltages, permits the cur
1. Alternating current controlling appa
rent through t e cumulative winding and ratus comprising a core, an alternatlng cur
through the bucking winding, when in series rent exciting winding embracing a portion
therewith, to increase in greater proportion of said core, an alternating current exciting
than the increase in'?ux in the saturated leg winding embracing another portion of said
1?). This permits the proportionate increase core and acting in opposition to said ?rst
in current when, passing through the bucking named winding, a damping device embrac
winding, however, to become markedly ef ing another portion of said core and subject
fective in reducing the ?ux in the leg 10. ed to magnetic ?ux created by said ?rst

This, under the circumstances»,considered, named winding, and an output circuit sub
output voltage under abnormally high sup
2. Alternating current controlling appa
ply voltages. It is, of course,‘ desirable ‘for ratus comprising a core, an alternating cur~
causes a negative control, or reduction in ‘the jected to resultant magnetic effects.

110

115

120

many uses to have the output voltage as nor

60..
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rent exciting winding embracing a portion of
said‘ core, an alternating current exciting
Also, the saturation of the cumulatively winding
embracing another portion of said
excited leg 16 in order to obtain close regula core and acting in opposition to said ?rst
tion without the use of auxiliary means, is named winding, a damping device embrac
objectionable for some purposes, because ‘the ing'another portion of said core and subject
high ?ux density in the leg 16 when saturated, ed to magneticw?ux created by'said ?rst
causes the presence of higher harmonics and named winding, and an output winding cm
mally constant aspossible. ,

,
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‘bracing portions of said core and subjected another portion of said core, and an output .
to resultant magnetic e?ects.
winding subjected to. resultant magnetic
3. Alternating current controlling appara effects of said three windings and damping

_ tus comprising a core, an alternating ‘current device, the portion of the core having the

~ exciting winding embracing a portion of sald cumulatively acting winding thereon having
core, an alternating current exciting wind a higher normal ?ux density than that por

10

15

ing embracing another portion of said core tion of the core carrying the opposing wind
and acting in opposition to said ?rst-named mg.
winding, said last-named portion of the core
8. Alternating current controllin appa
being below saturation, a damping device on ratus comprising a core. an alternating cur
another portion of said core and subjected to rent exciting winding embracing a portion 75
magnetic ?ux created by said ?rst-named of said core, an alternating current excitin
winding, and an output circuit subjected to winding embracing another portion of sai
resultant magnetic effects.
core in opposition to said ?rst-named wind
4. Alternating current controlling appa ing, said ?rst-named windin being in series
80
ratus comprising a core, an alternating cur

with at least a portion 0 said opposing

rent exciting winding embracing a portion winding, a damping device on another por

of said core, an alternating current exciting tion of said core and subjected to magnetic

20

winding embracing another portion of said flux created by said ?rst-named winding, and

core‘ and acting in opposition to said ?rst an output circuit delivering energy depend
named winding, said last-named portion of ent upon resultant magnetic effects of said
the core being below saturation, a damping windings and of said device.

device on another portion of said core and
-25

?rst-named winding, and an output winding current exciting winding on a portion of said
embracing portions of said core and sub

jected to resultant magnetic effects.
5. Alternating current controlling appa
ratus comprising a core, an alternating cur

rent" exciting winding ona portion of said
core, a second alternating exciting winding
on another portion of said core acting cumu

latively with said ?rst-named winding, a
35

9. Alternating current controlling appa~

subjected to magnetic flux created by said. ratus comprising a core, a main alternating
core, a second alternating current exciting
winding on a portion of said core acting

cumulatively with said main winding, a
third alternating current exciting winding on
another portion of said core acting in oppo
sition to said winding, said main winding be
ing connected in series with at least a portion
of said opposing winding, a damping device

third alternating current exciting winding on another portion of said core, and an out
onlanother portion of said core acting in put circuit delivering energy dependent upon
opposition to at least one of said two ?rst resultant magnetic effects of said three wind
named windings, a damping device on an ings and of said device.
’

40

other portion of said core, and an output
10. Alternating current controlling appa
circuit for delivering energy dependent on ratus for controlling the ‘output voltage un
the resultant magnetic effect of said three der conditions of variable supply voltage,
windings and of said damping device.
comprising a core and a plurality of alter

6. Alternating current controlling appa nating current exciting windings thereon, a
ratus comprising a core, an alternating cur— damping device on a portion of said core sub

rent exciting winding on a portion of said j ected to magnetic flux created by at least one

core, a second alternating exciting winding of said windings, and an output winding sub
on another portion of said core acting cumu jected to resultant magnetic effects, of said
latively with said ?rst-named winding, 9. alternating current windings. and of said

third alternating current exciting winding
59

damping device.

>

on another portion of said core acting in op
11. Alternating current controlling appa~
position to at least one of said two ?rst ratus comprising a core, an alternating cur—, 3'
named windings, a damping device on an rent exciting winding embracing a portion of
other portion of said core, and an output said core, an alternating current exciting
winding subjected to resultant magnetic ef

winding embracing another portion of ‘said
fects of said three windings and damping core
acting in opposition to said ?rst-named
wind'ng,
the circuit of said ?rst-named wind
7. Alternating current controlling appa

device.

ratus comprising a core, an alternating cur

ing having a comparatively high resistance

rent exciting winding on a portion of said and an output circuit subjected to resultant

60

core, a‘ second alternating exciting winding magnetic effects of said windings.
12. Alternating current controlling appa
latively with said ?rst-named winding, a ratus comprising a core, an alternating cur

on another portion of said core acting cumu

third alternating current exciting winding re*~__-t_exciting winding embracing a portion of
65

on another portion of said core acting in op said core, an alternating current exciting
position to at least one of said two ?rst lrinding embracing another portion of said
named windings, a damping device on core acting in opposition to said ?rst-named

125
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winding, the circuit of said ?rst-named wind tion of said core‘, a second alternating current
ing having a comparatively high resistance exciting winding embracing another ortion
and an output winding embracing both of of said core and acting cumulatively with said
said portions of the core.
main winding, a third alternating current
13. Alternating current controlling appa- , exciting windlng embracing another portion
ratus comprising a core, an alternating cur of said core and acting in opposition to said
rent exciting winding embracing a portion main winding, a damping device on another

70

of said core, an alternating current exciting portion of said core, a resistance in series
10

winding embracing another portion of said with said cumulatively acting winding, and

core acting in opposition to said ?rst-named an output circuit sub]ected to combined re 76
winding, the circuit of said ?rst-named wind sultant effects of said windings and said

ing having a comparatively high resistance,

and an out ut circuit subjected to resultant

15

magnetic eEects of said windings, the portion

device.

'

18. Alternating current controlling appa

ratus comprising a core having a plurality of
of the core embraced by said ?rst-named inner and outer leg portions‘, a‘ main alter

winding having a higher normal flux density nating current exciting winding embracing

than that embraced by said second-named an inner leg portion, a second alternating cur

winding.

14. Alternating current controlling appa
20 ratus comprising a core, an alternating cur

25

rent exciting winding on a portion thereof,
a second alternating current exciting wind
ing on another portion of said core acting
cumulatively with said ?rst-named winding,
a third alternating current exciting winding

rent exciting winding embracing another
inner leg portion'and acting in opposition to
said mainvwinding, a damping device on one 85

of the outer leg portions, and an output wind

ing embracing an inner leg portion.
19. Alternating current controlling appa
ratus comprising a core having a plurality

of inner and outer leg portions, :1. main alter

on another portion of said core acting in nating current exciting winding embracing
opposition to at least one of said two ?rst an inner leg. portion, a second. alternating

named windings, a comparatively,v high re

sistance in the circuit of one of said two ?rst
80

named windings, and an output circuit de-, said main winding, a damping device on one
livering energy dependent‘ upon resultant of the outer leg portions, and an output wind

. magnetic effects of said three windings.

15. Alternating current controlling appa
85

current exciting winding embracing another '

inner leg portion and acting in opposition to
95

ing embracing two inner leg portions.
20. Alternating current‘ controlling appa

ratus comprising a core, having at least two ratus comprising a core having inner leg por
leg’portions and a common portion, a main tions and outer leg portions, a main alternat 100

- alternating current exciting winding on said, ing current exciting winding embracing an
common portion, a second alternating cur

inner leg portion, a second alternating cur
rent exciting winding on one of; said leg rent exciting winding embracing another

40

portions acting cumulatively with said main inner leg portion and acting cumulatively

winding, a third alternating current exclting with said main winding, a third alternating

vwindlng on the other leg portion of said core
acting in opposition to said ‘main winding, a
resistance in the circuit of said cumulatively
acting winding, and an output circuit de

105

current exciting winding embracing another '

inner leg portion and acting in opposition to
said main winding, a damping device on one

of the outer leg portions, and an output wind
livering energy dependent upon combined ing embracing two inner leg portions.
resultant effects of said three windings.
21. Alternating current controlling appa
16. Alternating current controlling appa ratus comprising a core having inner leg por

110

ratus comprising a core, having at least two tions and outer leg portions, a main alternat—
leg portions and a common portion, a main ing current exciting winding embracing an
alternating current exciting winding on said inner leg portion, a second‘alternating cur 115
common portion, a second alternating cur

rent exciting winding on one of said leg por
55

rent exciting winding embracing another
inner leg portion and acting cumulatively

tions acting cumulatively with said main with said main winding, a third alternating
winding, a third alternating current exciting current exciting winding embracing another
winding on the other leg portion of said core inner leg portion and acting in opposition to

acting in opposition to said main winding, said main winding, a. damping device on one

60
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a resistance in the circuit of said cumulatively
acting winding, and an output circuit deliver
ing energy dependent upon combined re
sultant effects of said three windings, said
main winding being connected in series,with
at least a portion of said opposing winding.

120

of the outer leg portions, a resistance in series

with said cumulatively acting winding, and
an output winding embracing two inner leg

portions.

22. Alternating current controlling appa
ratus comprising a core having two inner leg

17. Alternating current controlling appa portions and an inner leg portion common to
ratus comprising a core, a main alternating said two inner leg portions, and also having
current exciting winding embracing one por outer leg portions, a main alternating current

125
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exciting‘ winding embracing said common
inner portion, a second alternating current

exciting winding embracing one of said two

inner leg portions and acting cumulatively

with said main winding, :1 third alternating

current exciting winding embracing the other
of said two inner leg portions and acting in
opposition to said main winding, a resistance
10

in the circuit of said cumulatively acting
winding, and an output winding embracing
said two inner leg portions.

‘

23. Alternating current controlling appa
15

ratus comprising a core having two inner leg
portions and an inner leg portion common to"

said two inner leg portions, and also having
outer leg portions, a main alternating current

exciting winding embracing said common
20

inner portion, a second alternating current
exciting winding embracing one of said two

inner leg portions andacting cumulatively

with sa‘d main winding, a third alternating

current exciting winding embracing the other
25

of said two inner leg portions and acting in
opposition. to said main winding, a damping
device on one of the outer leg portions. and
an output Wilding embracing said two inner
ieg portions.

30
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24. Alternating current controlling appa
ratus comln'isinar a core having two inner leg
')ortions and an inner leg portion common to

said two inner‘ leg portions, and also having
outer leg portions, a main alternating current .

exciting winding embracing said common
inner portion, a second alternatlng current
exciting winding embraclng one of said two

_inner leg portions and acting cumulatively
current exciting winding embracing the other

'with said main winding, a third alternating
40

of said two inner leg portions and acting in
opposition to said main winding, said main
winding being in series with at least a portion
of said opposing winding, a damping device
on one of the outer leg portions, and an out

.45

put winding embracing said two inner leg
portions.

1

25. Alternating current controlling appa
50

ratus comprising a core having two inner leg
portions and an inner leg portion common
to said two inner leg portions, and also hav

ing outer leg portions, a main alternating

current exciting winding embracing said
common inner portion, a second alternating

current exciting winding embracing one of
said two inner leg portions and acting cumu
latively with said main winding, a third alters-‘

nating current exciting winding embracing
60

the other of said two inner leg portions and
acting in opposition to said main winding‘, 2.
resistancein the circuit of said cumulatively
acting winding, a damping device on one of
the outer leg portions, and an output winding

embracing said two inner leg portions.
HAROUTIUN K. KOUYOUMJIAN.
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